In the past decades, most object recognition systems were based on passive approaches. But in the last few years a lot of research was done in the field of active object recognition, that is selectively moving a sensor/camera around a considered object in order to acquire as much information about it as possible. In this paper we present an active object recognition approach that solves the problem of choosing optimal views (viewpoint selection) and iteratively fuses the gained information for an optimal 3D object recognition (viewpoint fusion) in an integrated manner. Therefore, we apply a method for the fusion of multiple views with respect to the knowledge about the assumed camera movement between them.
In the past decades, most object recognition systems were based on passive approaches. But in the last few years a lot of research was done in the field of active object recognition, that is selectively moving a sensor/camera around a considered object in order to acquire as much information about it as possible. In this paper we present an active object recognition approach that solves the problem of choosing optimal views (viewpoint selection) and iteratively fuses the gained information for an optimal 3D object recognition (viewpoint fusion) in an integrated manner. Therefore, we apply a method for the fusion of multiple views with respect to the knowledge about the assumed camera movement between them.
For viewpoint selection we formally define the choice of additional views as an optimization problem. We show how to use reinforcement learning for this purpose and perform a training without user interaction. In this context we focus on the modeling of continuous states, continuous, one-dimensional actions and supporting rewards for an optimized recognition of real objects.
The experimental results show that our combined viewpoint selection and viewpoint fusion approach is able to significantly improve the recognition rates compared to passive object recognition with randomly chosen views.
Introduction
The results of 3D object classification and localization strongly depend on the images which have been taken of the object. Based on ambiguities between objects in the data set, some views might result in better recognition rates, others in worse. For difficult data sets, usually more than one view is necessary to decide reliably on a certain object class. Viewpoint selection tackles exactly the problem of finding a sequence of optimal views to increase classification and localization results by avoiding ambiguous views or by sequentially ruling out possible object hypotheses. The optimality is not only defined with respect to the recognition rate, but also with respect to the number of views necessary to get reliable results. The number of views should be as small as possible to delimit viewpoint selection from randomly taking a large number of images.
In this paper, we apply an approach for active object recognition, namely viewpoint selection based on reinforcement learning, to the recognition of real objects (see figure 2) . The approach shows some major benefits: First, the optimal sequence of views is learned automatically in a training step without any user interaction. Second, the approach performs a fusion of the generated views, where the fusion method does not depend on a special classifier. This makes it reasonable for a very wide range of applications. Reinforcement learning is usually done in discrete state and action spaces what is not profitable in our viewpoint selection problem. So third, we will show how to extend the classical reinforcement learning approaches to continuous state and action spaces. The viewpoint selection is the active (acting) part of the object recognition.
One important aspect besides the choice of the best viewpoint is the fusion of the classification and localization results of a sequence of viewpoints -the object recognition part of our approach. In the context of a viewpoint selection the problem arises how to fuse the collected views to finally return a classification and localization result. Also a sequence of views will improve the recognition rate in general if a decent fusion scheme is applied. In this paper we apply a fusion scheme which is based on the Condensation Algorithm [7] . There, [3] has proven that the latter is able to deal with multimodal distributions over the class and pose space of the objects and with the uncertainty of the camera movement during the viewpoint selection process. Viewpoint selection and combination of the resulting views has been investigated in the past in several applications. Examples are 3D reconstruction [11] or optimal segmentation of image data [9] . In object recognition, some active approaches have already been discussed as well. [12] plans the next view for a movable camera based on probabilistic reasoning. The active part is the selection of a certain area of the image for feature selection. The selected part is also called the receptive field [13] . Compared to our approach, no camera movement is performed, neither during training nor during testing. Thus, the modeling of viewpoints in a continuous 3D space is also avoided. Instead of following [4] , where the optimal action is directly searched for by maximizing the mutual information between the observation and the state to be estimated, we use reinforcement learning for this purpose.
In section 2 we will show how the viewpoint fusion of multiple views can be done based on recursive density propagation in a continuous state space. This section describes the object recognition part of our solution. The reinforcement learning approach for viewpoint selection is presented in section 3. It is the active component of our object recognition. The experimental results in section 4 show that the presented approach is able to learn an optimal strategy for viewpoint selection that recordes only the minimal number of images. The paper concludes with a summary and an outlook to future work in section 5.
Fusion of Multiple Views
In active object recognition, a series of observed images f f f t = f f f t , f f f t−1 , . . . , f f f 0 of an object is given together with the camera movements a a a t−1 = a a a t−1 , . . . , a a a 0 between these images. Based on these observations of images and movements one wants to draw conclusions for a non-observable object statet which must contain both the discrete class Ω κ and the continuous pose φ φ φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ J ) T of the object, leading to the definitiont = (Ω κ , φ t 1 , . . . , φ t J ) T . The actions a a a t consist of the relative camera movement with J degrees of freedom, in the following written as a a a t = (∆φ t 1 , . . . , ∆φ t J ).
Our solution to that problem is based on a probabilistic framework: In the context of a Bayesian approach, the knowledge on the object state is given in form of the a posteriori density p(t | f f f t , a a a t−1 ) .
That requires to have all observed actions a a a t−1 and images f f f t available. For practical applications, density (1) is not suitable since one would prefer a form that allows for a continuous integration of new images and actions into the present knowledge. This is possible with the following recursive formulation of (1) :
The definition of the conditional probability p(A|B) = p(AB)/p(B) leads directly to (2) and the multiplication theorem for probability densities to (3). The denominator in (3) is constant c since we assume arbitrary images to appear with an equally distributed probability. In (4) the Markov assumption
as an integral in (5) results from the total probability theorem. Obviously the probability (5) only depends on the camera movement a a a t−1 . The inaccuracy of a a a t−1 is modeled within the state transition component p(t |t−1 , a a a t−1 ). So finally, (5) allows for what we requested: The integration of a new image f f f t and a new action a a a t−1 into the current knowledge about the object given with the density pt−1 | f f f t−1 , a a a t−2 . The recursion in (5) can be continued until the distribution p(0 ) of the initial state is reached. This distribution contains the initial knowledge about the object and its pose.
The classic approach for solving a recursive density propagation problem as given in (5) is the Kalman Filter [8] . But in computer vision, the necessary assumption for the Kalman Filter, p( f f f t |t ) being normally distributed, is often not valid. Another approach for the complicated handling of such multi-modal densities are the so called particle filters. The basic idea is to approximate the a posteriori density by a set of weighted samples. In our approach we apply the Condensation Algorithm [7] which uses a sample set Y t to approximate the multi-modal probability distribution (1) by M samples
Each sample y consists of the point x x x = (Ω κ , φ 1 , . . . , φ J ) within the state space and the weight p for that sample with the condition that ∑ i p i t = 1. The Condensation Algorithm starts with an initial sample set Y 0 representing p(0 ). In our application we distribute the samples uniformly over the state space as we will have no knowledge given about the objects before observing the first image.
For the generation of a new sample set Y t , M new samples y i t are 1. drawn from Y t−1 with a probability proportional to the sample weightings;
2. propagated with a necessarily predetermined sample transition model according to p(t |t−1 , a a a t−1 ) in (5) . In this work we assume the sample transition to be
Equation (6) models the inaccuracy of the camera movement under the assumption that the errors of the camera movements are independent between the degrees of freedom. The variance parameters σ j of the Gaussian transition noise have to be defined in advance.
3. evaluated in the image by
This evaluation is performed by the classifier. The only requirement for the classifier is its statistical expandability in order to calculate (7).
With these sample sets, a classification is possible at each time step by marginalization over all possible poses for each class:
As we work on sample sets this can be done by a simple summation. Certainly, there are better ways to represent a single probability density, like with a mixture of Gaussians. But when propagating those densities regarding the information fusion, we again have to evaluate it at discrete positions and thus we would not cut down any effort compared to the particle representation.
In the context of the viewpoint selection (see section 3), the densities which are represented by sample sets have to be evaluable at any continuous position. The direct evaluation of them beneath the positions given by the individual samples is not possible. For that purpose, we discussed various ways of continuous representations [1] , but in this work we use only the Parzen estimation to evaluate our non-parametric densities. A straight forward and intuitive way to formalize the problem of viewpoint selection is shown in Figure 1 . A closed loop between sensing s t and acting a a a t can be seen. The chosen action a a a t corresponds to the executed camera movement as described in section 2, the presumption state
Viewpoint Selection
is the density as given in (1). Additionally, the classification module returns a so called reward r t , which measures the quality of the chosen action and the resulting viewpoint, respectively. It is well known that the definition of the reward is an important aspect as this reward shall model the goal that has to be reached. A proper definition for the reward in the context of our viewpoint selection problem is given later in this paper.
At time t during the decision process, i.e. the selection of a sequence of actions, the goal will be to maximize the accumulated and weighted future rewards, called the return
The weighting factor γ defines how much influence a future reward will have on the overall return R t at time t + n + 1, because it appoints the decrease of the rewards' weight γ n when increasing the step indicator n. A value of γ = 0.0 would mean that the return depends only on the reward of the next step. In contrast, γ = 1.0 would mean that all following rewards have the same influence on the return. Of course, the future rewards cannot be observed at time step t. Thus, the following function, called the action-value function Q (s, a a a) = E {R t |s t = s, a a a t = a a a} (11) is defined. It describes the expected return when starting at time step t in presumption state s with action a a a. In other words, the function Q (s, a a a) models the expected quality of the chosen camera movement a a a for the future, if the viewpoint fusion has returned s before.
One of the demands defined in section 1 is that the selection of the most promising view should be learned without user interaction. Reinforcement learning provides many different algorithms to estimate the action value function based on a trial and error method [14] . Trial and error means that the system itself is responsible for trying certain actions in a certain presumption state. The result of such a trial is then used to update Q (·, ·).
In reinforcement learning a series of episodes is performed: Each episode k consists of a sequence of state/action pairs (s t , a a a t ) We are still missing the definition of the reward r t . In the context of this paper the following two different definitions of rewards are compared.
• A way to model the goal is to define a reward that has a value of 0 except when reaching the terminal presumption state:
This approach has the advantage that the goal is defined very clearly. But one has to decide when the confidence of the classification is high enough to stop the viewpoint selection. If this decision is hard to make, no proper strategy will be learned. The advantage is that (12) maximizes the return of an episode with short episodes (at least for γ = 0, γ = 1). So this strategy promises to look for episodes with only a minimal number of views independent of the chosen C.
• Another approach follows the idea that viewpoints that increase the information observed so far should have large values for the reward. A well-known measure for expressing the informational content that fits our requirements is the entropy
In that sense, the reward expresses the gain of knowledge about the object. (13) has the advantage that the goal is to maximally improve the classification in every time step instead of eventually reaching the stop criterion with even suboptimal classification values.
It is worth noting that the reward might also include costs for the camera movements, so that large movements are punished. In this paper we neglect costs for camera movement for the time being. But work in this area has be done, for example, in [5] . Most of the algorithms in reinforcement learning treat the object states and actions as discrete variables. Of course, in viewpoint selection parts of the state space (the pose of the object) and the action space (the camera movements) are continuous. For that reason, the common reinforcement learning techniques cannot be applied directly for our viewpoint selection problem. It is necessary to find a way to allow for the usage of the required continuous object states and actions. [3] proposed an approximation
of the action-value function based on a weighted sum of the action-values Q (s , a a a ) of all previously collected state/action pairs (s , a a a ). Thereby, the transformation function θ (s, a a a) transforms a presumption state s with a known action a a a with the intention of bringing a state to a "reference point" (required for the distance function in the next item). In the context of the current definition of the presumption states from (9) it can be seen as a density transformation
T . [3] showed that J J J ζ ζ ζ Using (14), the viewpoint selection problem of finding the particularly optimal action a a a * , i.e. the computation of the policy π, can now be written as a continuous optimization problem π(s) = a a a * = argmax a a a Q (s, a a a) .
It is solved in this work by applying a global Adaptive Random Search Algorithm [15] followed by a local Simplex. The application of reinforcement learning to the view planning problem is no additional effort, but essential. In comparison, a simple linear scan of best views would completely omit the current knowledge, e.g. the information of all images fused so far. Figure 2 .
Experimental Evaluation
The primary goal in the experiments was to show how the recognition rates improve when using our approach for viewpoint selection compared to passive object recognition approaches and the viewpoint fusion with randomly chosen images. In our previous work [1] we concentrated on a viewpoint selection with synthetically generated object classes, providing clearly defined ambiguities and completely traceable passive object recognition results. In this work we focus on the practicability of our viewpoint selection problem regarding the definition of the reward and the relevant parameters for much more complicated real objects.
Our data set consists of eight toy manikins as shown in Figure 2 and summarized in Table 1 . The manikins have been selected in a way that they are strongly ambiguous: They can hold a lamp or not, can have a bib or not and carry a quiver or a simple band instead. Combining these three types of features gives a total of eight different manikins. Additionally, the camera is zoomed such close that parts of the manikins drop out of the visible area, e.g. the lamp in the hand is not visible in the frontal or backside view. The reader should note that there does not exist one unique viewpoint, which allows to distinguish all eight objects.
In this work we use a classifier based on the eigenspace approach introduced by [10] . But in our fusion approach we need a statistical measure in (7) to evaluate the particles. The work of [10] gives only a distance to some prototype features. An easy way to obtain the required statistical measure is to put these distances into a Gibbs distribution. The evaluation of (7) is realized that way in this work. For other application scenarios and other classifiers the presented fusion approach already showed to work very well [6, 2] .
In our setup the camera is restricted to a movement around the object on a circle. This leads to a one-dimensional definition of the samples (according to section 2) x x x = (Ω κ , φ 1 ) with actions a a a t = (∆φ t 1 ),
In total, our sample set has a fixed size of M = 2880 samples. Table 2 : Results of the recognition rates of randomly chosen views compared to views chosen by the viewpoint selection with two different types of reward. The percentages show the results after n = 0, n = 1, ..., n = 4 fused views using kernel parameter D = 5.0.
Planning type
The "Length" column shows the average length of the planned episodes.
In our experiments we evaluated scenarios that differ in the type of applied reward (fixed value according to (12) or entropy-based as given in (13)). In a training phase a total of 400 episodes with a length of 8 steps each and randomly chosen camera movements were performed for every combination of object class and type of reward.
The evaluation was performed on the results of a total of 2000 episodes with randomly chosen classes and starting views. A viewpoint selection episode finished as soon as the stop criterion was reached: The absolute difference between the probabilities of the best and the second best class hypothesis (calculated using (8) ) must be at least 60%. Regarding the applied reinforcement learning approach this is just a meaningful value when using the entropy based reward, but in contrast it additionally becomes an important parameter when being driven by the fixed value. In that case, longer episodes which would be caused by a stricter stop criterion result in episodes' early steps (n << T ) with clearly less significance. For this reason the afore said stopping value had to be found by empirical optimization, thus reflecting the drawback of the usage of the fixed value reward. In all experiments we set the parameter γ = 0.5 in (10). We discussed the influence of this parameter to the learned strategies extensively in [1] . A repetition of these conclusions will be omitted here.
The results of the experiments with a value of D = 5.0 (see below) for the parameter in the Gaussian kernel function are shown in Table 2 . As one would expect, the recognition rates are improved in all three presented scenarios when the number of views increases. Since the fusion integrates new information independently of the chosen view planning strategy, classification results always tend towards a satiation value for large n. The results for the new views calculated by the viewpoint selection outperform the ones with randomly selected views and show that our approach allows for a very reliable classification. The recognition rates for n = 0 can be seen as the results for just a single view. They differ between the proposed methods because starting views where chosen randomly for each new episode during evaluation.
The main difference between the two viewpoint selection variations, fixed value and entropy, is that the mean length of the planned view sequences is lower for the fixed value reward. The reason is that this reward directly targets the viewpoint selection to minimize the length of the sequences since an early achievement of the stop criterion maximizes the return in (10) . In contrast, the entropy based reward does not depend on the stop criterion at all. Using it as the reward targets the system to minimize the entropy of the density coming from the viewpoint fusion by increasing the information content of it. As it can be seen this does not necessarily minimize the sequence length, but gains comparably good classification results.
In our viewpoint selection approach we have one important free parameter, the D in the Gaussian kernel function. This parameter controls how detailed (for small values of D) or coarse the approximation of the action-value function will be. The effect of this parameter is shown in the graph of Figure 3 where the approximation of the action-value function is drawn for different values of D. The impact of this parameter to the recognition rate is shown in the right table of Figure 3 . As one can see, the recognition rate highly depends on a proper value for D. The reason is that if D is too large, the approximation (14) is getting too coarse, losing important details. This can easily be understood if one knows that, for example, a good view to determine whether the manikin holds the lamp or not is a position where it stands diagonally to the camera. This necessary level of detail is lost for higher values of D.
Summary and Future Work
In this paper we have applied our general framework for viewpoint selection and viewpoint fusion to a real world classification problem. The main aspects of our viewpoint selection and fusion approach are that it works in continuous state and action spaces and is independent of the chosen statistical classifier. Furthermore the system can be trained automatically without user interaction. The experimental results on the toy manikins give classification results that outperform those one would achieve by taking views randomly or by passive object recognition approaches.
Future work will point at the practical implementation of higher dimensional state spaces which are theoretically already manageable. But due to the massive usage of memory for storing the action-value functions there might be need of other, highly information efficient, reinforcement learning methods for keeping this database as small as possible. Besides this we have a strong demand on improving the underlying model that provides us with the possibility of calculating probabilities like (1). So upcoming research will try to find a way for extending this model at runtime in an optimal manner concerning the classification results. This way we think to be guided step by step to a system that can perform online-learning, in particular not requiring the foregoing training phase any more and resolving the competing demands on the camera movement for building the model and learning best views all by itself.
